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Editorial 
This year the Journal returns to Australian based contributors, 
although it retains its international focus. The predominance of 
Australian contributions is not because of a positive policy on the 
part of the editors, but simply due to the fact that the submissions 
worthy of publication came from Australia. Our articles deal with 
Australia’s role in the region, Australian historiography, and 
tumultuous times overseas, while in both the Forum and Reviews 
sections contemporary issues are considered.  What is apparent 
more broadly in this issue is the perception that the world is 
perhaps less politically stable than it has been for some time.   
Our forum section is more extensive and diverse this year.  We 
have two topical pieces relating to ISIS, which tackle it from 
different angles, one by Matthew Fitzpatrick and the other by 
Andrew Kelly.  Casey Raeside writes about Putin’s Russia and 
Daniel Fazio considers the role of the US alliance in Australian 
foreign policy.  Finally we are very pleased to present a piece by 
Doug Munro, a founding editor of the FJHP, which examines the 
intrusion of personal feelings in history.  Do we get too close to our 
subjects?  
Among the articles in this issue Kylie Evans looks to our region 
and writes about the Regional Assistance Mission to the Solomon 
Islands.  Thomas Mackay discusses the role of economics in 
contemporary Australian historiography and argues for change.  
Anita Stelmach considers the position of Portugal during the 
Spanish Civil War and Amy Williams looks at why the American 
civil rights movement became increasingly violent. 
The review section covers a range of titles, but by chance more 
than design it has a focus on Australian political leaders. Robert 
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Menzies, Malcolm Fraser and Don Dunstan all feature, albeit 
Fraser is not the subject of a book but rather the author.  On this 
occasion he writes about China and the US, a theme from our 
forum section.   
The Journal has again gathered together a broad array of writing 
and continues to provide an outlet for contributors both aspiring 
and accomplished.  This is the value of the Journal and we look 
forward to its continuance.   
